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Chlorination plant chlorine gas was 
let off making the approach to the 
Plant difficult. Valves of the mains 
taking raw water into Chandrawal 
and also those on the distribution 
mains were closed. When information 
was received regarding stoppage of 
the water, the engineers reached the 
spot along with an adequate number 
of police force. With the help of the 
loyal workers the first pump of the 
raw water intake was started at about 
3.30 P.M. The supply of water in 
Delhi had earlier been declared as 
essential service by the Delhi Admin
istration on the 3rd November, 1973. 
The police arrested 62 persons. By 
about 9.00 P.M. all the pumps in the 
intake plant were restarted and by 
midnight Alteration started in one of 
the two plants at Wazirabad and 
Chandrawal. The various damages 
which were caused to the Plant were 
set right. The help of the army was 
also sought and a batch of 30 army- 
men also reached the Water Works. 
By about 2.00 A.M. on 23rd Novem
ber all the Alteration plants started 
working to full capacity. At about
8.00 A.M. the conditions at Wazirabad 
and Chandrawal and at the various 
reservoirs had been brought to nor
mal. With the partial restoration of 
water supply it was possible to give 
some water to certain parts of the 
city in the morning between 7.00 to
9.00 A.M. But since most of the re
servoirs had gone dry yesterday and 
because many of the mains also re
mained obstructed, quite a large area 
of the city did not get water. By 
now the water supply position in the 
city has come to normal though there 
may not be adequate supply in the 
distant areas, because of inadequate 
pressure. During the course of the 
night it is expected to restore normal 
water supply in all parts of Delhi. 
Union leaders have informed that the 
strike has been called off. I regret 
that so much needless inconvenience 
has been caused to the citizens of 
Delhi.

HALF-AN-HOUR DISCUSSION

P r o c u r e m e n t  a n d  D i s t r i b u t i o n  

P r i c e  o f  F o o d g r a i n s

MR. CHAIRMAN: We now take
up the half-hour discussion by Mr. 
Guha.

SHRI SAMAR GUHA (Contai): 
Sir, yesterday in reply to the discus
sion on the no-confidence motion, our 
Prime Minister in a Spartan way 
admitted that the Government does 
not hesitate to admit its mistakes. I 
hope that the Government considers 
it a mistake that they did not increase 
the price of bread earlier! After the 
discussion on the no-confidence mo
tion yesterday, today we find that the 
price of bread in Delhi has been 
raised! This may appear as a small 
incident. But it is not so. The wheat 
and rice quota are being cut almost 
everywhere. Whenever the Chief 
Minister of West Bengal, Shri Sid- 
dhartha Shankar Ray, flies to Delhi 
and back—he does it almost twice a 
week if not thrice—he only brings 
back very good news to the people of 
West Bengal that either the wheat 
ration or rice ration is being cutt

It is admitted in the country today 
that since independence there had 
been no serious crisis like the food 
crisis as we are facing today. The 
Government is giving many pleas,— 
drought, floods etc. No doubt drought 
and floods have affected the food pro
duction last year. But if the Govern
ment had managed it properly and 
with the firm conviction of the ideo
logy of socialism they are advocating, 
when they have accepted the basic 
principle of socialism or socialising 
the food trade a nd its distribution, 
perhaps even with the marginal shor
tage as the Government used to say, 
the food problem would not have been 
so acute. In the last 12 months, ac
cording to Government’s admission, 
prices o f food and other consumer 
goods jumped up by 22 per cent. The
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retail prices in the open market have 
gone up by 40 to 50 per cent. There 
is another market which is running 
with impunity, the black market. It 
is no longer black; it has already 
become white market. There God 
alone knows by how much the prices 
have jumped up. There was a box 
news that in Calcutta, the price of a 
kilo of rice is more than that of a 
kilo of apple! The Government are 
saying that they are proud that they 
have undertaken the responsibility of 
feeding a large number of vulnerable 
sections of the people, particularly in 
the drought-affected areas of Maha
rashtra, Gujarat and Rajasthan.

The vulnerable section of the peo
ple are not only the drought-affected 
people. The vulnerable section of 
the people are those who cannot pro
duce rice, the people in the urban 
areas, the landless people in the rural 
areas, the agricultural workers and 
those people who are below the 
poverty line, who constitute about 47 
per cent according to your own 
figures.

There is a tall talk about distri
bution of foodgrains through ration 
shops and fair price shops which in 
some areas are called modified fair 
price shops. What is the position in 
West Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, espe
cially in the rural areas? Is there 
really any distribution or supply? I 
say it from my own experience, in 
my constituency of Contain which 
suffered four floods in the last four 
years, where according to Govern
ment’s own admission seven lakhs 
of people out of 12 lakhs of people 
have been seriously affected by the 
floods, you will be astonished to know 
that in this vulnerable area per head 
one may get 50 grams of wheat 
through ration shops or modified ra
tion shops or fair price shops or per
haps one may not get even that. This 
is the case not only in my consti
tuency but also perhaps all over the 
country in the rural areas. The modi
fied ration shops or fair price shops

are neither fair nor modified. I call 
them unfair shops because they exist 
in name. But in reality do not exist 
in the rural areas.

If the Government want to be true 
to their commitment to the socialist 
principles, it is possible for them to 
supply food to the people at reason
able prices. Government could take 
a bold step to supply foodgrains and 
other essential commodities, including 
edible oils, through the ration shops 
both in the urban and rural areas. If 
only the Government had done that 
earlier, the national crisis which had 
been created in the country in the 
food front, would not have been 
there. Why have the Government 
failed in fulfilling the target of take
over of wholesale trade in wheat?

As you know, in this House the 
Government took a very bold decision 
to take-over the wholesale trade in 
wheat? What is the fate of it? On 
the 18th April I wrote a letter to the 
Prime Minister saying that wc are 
wholly for it, the opposition will ex
tend all support to this measure, but 
if this policy of wheat takeover fails 
“ there will be catastrophic conse
quences in the country".

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN MISHRA 
(Begusarai): You did not get any
reply to it?

SHRI SAMAR GUHA: I got a
reply that it has been forwarded to 
the Minister of Agriculture.

The Food Corporation employees 
made certain concrete suggestions as 
to how the procurement policy could 
be very successful. What was the 
answer? Many of them were arrested 
under the DIR and MISA. Now,
according to reports, about 12,000 of 
them are going to be sacked very 
soon. I do not know what will be
their fate.

Why have the Government of India- 
failed in feeding the people? The
main reason is their faltering and'
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halting attitude. Why has the take
over of the wholesale trade in wheat 
failed? Fristly, because of the bun
dling of the FCI; secondly, because of 
the working of the vested interests in 
the State Government; thirdly, be
cause of the working of the vested 
interests in the ruling party; fourthly, 
because of the influence of the big far
mers, who are the main prop and 
support of the ruling party. It is this 
quadrangular clique or intrigue that 
has ensured that the policy of take
over of wholesale trade in wheat is 
not successful. The Government is 
terribly afraid of annoying these peo
ple. There was a lot of discussion 
between the opposition and the Go
vernment. What is the result?

A  mountain produces a mouse! 
Yes, they talk of rice take-over: but 
in reality no rice take-over. Some 
States have been allowed to take-over 
wholesale trade of rice; some States 
have been allowed to go as they like. 
This is the policy of the Government. 
What does it show? It shows an 
attitude of uncertainty, an attitude of 
indecision and it shows that they have 
failed in their own commitment to 
socialist principles.

The Government has to take bold 
steps to take-over marketable surplus 
o f foodgrains and to have the mono
poly procurement in that. They 
should have a machinery of distribu
tion through statutory rationing in 
urban areas and for vulnerable sec
tions in the rural areas. By “vul
nerable sections” , I mean those who 
-do not produce but purchase from 
the market. This system is bound to 
fail unless there is an overall mea
sure of monopoly procurement of 
marketable surplus of foodgrains 
and the statutory distribution in the 
urban areas of foodgrains along with 
other essential commodities through 
ration %ops is inescapable.

Even now it is possible if the Go
vernment takes bold steps and 500 
grammes of foodgrains per head per 
day even at a price of Re. 1 per kg. 
can be given. But, as I said, it is not 
possible because the Government is 
faltering and the F.C.I. is bungling. 
The different State Governments are 
being controlled by vested interests 
and in the ruling party, both inside 
and outside, there is a big resistence 
from big farmers and rich farmers. 
The result is that there is bungling.

Now, the Government is saying— 
the Prime Minister has said it; the
Minister has said it—that they are
going to fide over the crisis. In
Bengali, there is a proverb:

j t e h  $  'TsrY r̂rrrr f  
eft spr fa rm er  f  i

The meaning is, now that it is known 
to everybody that, after this session, 
the new crop is coming, the rice is 
coming and. naturally, It will be in 
the hands of the peasants and, natu
rally, the price will fall and, natural
ly, for 2-3 months, the people will 
have some food, the Government is 
going to take the credit as if it is due 
to the bold steps, the socialist policy, 
adopted by the Government.

Now, I am coming to the main point. 
The answer is given about the relation 
between procurement price and issue 
price. They relate the procurement 
prine to the issue price. What is the 
relation? According to all statistics 
and calculations, the difference bet
ween the procurement price and the 
issue price should not exceed 15 per 
cent. But it is now between 25 to 
33.3 per cent. What is the reason? 
How do you make these calculations? 
What is the basis of these calcula
tions? By this, you have deprived 
not only the peasants but you could 
give more to the peasants. If you 
had taken bold steps, then' perhaps, 
you could give food to the people at 
a cheaper rate also.
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I want to ask these questions: the 
reasons for not introducing the po
licy of monopoly procurement of 
marketable surplus of foodgrains and 
distribution through statutory ratio
ning in the urban as also for the vul
nerable sections in the rural areas; 
the reasons for the failure of the take
over of the wholesale trade in wheat; 
the reasons for permitting different 
States to take-over wholesale trade 
in ricc and giving freedom to others; 
the rationale behind fixing the pro
curement price of wheat and rice and 
the issue price of wheat and rice and 
the reason for the gap cf 25 to 33 
per cent between the two costs.

18.00 hrs.

It is know n to everybody that there  
is wa ta °e  r fnnrl to the extent of 
25 per cert in handling by  the FCI. 
FC I has bo com.-* rm institution know n  
for bnr.r'!in t. ha'tyV'Kncy and corrup
tion. Tt is uncom m itted to the princi
ples of social change. I w ant to know  
fi'OM the G overnm ent w hat steps 
they have taken and are proposing to 
trike in resnect o f the 25 per cent 
wasLar?*? of food in handling by  the 
FCT. loss in storage, loss during tran
sit by railways and .truck, demurrage, 
pilferage during storage and free gift  
of the gunny bags, to the m illers, 
each gunny bag of which costs 
Rs. 3 .5 0 .

I want to know what steps Govern
ment propose to take about bank in
terest that the Government can in
crease in food trade. At the disrtrict 
level the C3sh is received and distri
buted by the FC I employees, but the 
cash is controlled by the Centre. As 
a result, the bank interest is lost and 
some extra payment has to be made 
during the procurement and distri
bution of food. I want to know whe
ther they are going to rationalise that 
system.

I also want to know whether you 
are going to reorganize this rotten, 
worn-out, ineffective and corrupt 
FCI, whether you will re-structure it

like LIC. You may divide into differ
ent zones and have Managing Direc
tors in four zones with headquarters 
one in Bombay, one in Delhi, one in. 
Madras and one in Calcutta.

Lastly, we are getting two million 
tonnes of rice on 7-year loan basis 
from Russia. Naturally we will not 
have to bear that cost immediately.
I want to know whether the effect of 
benefit of this loan will be taken into 
account while making the calcula
tions, while deciding on the rationale 
behind fixing procurement price and. 
issue price. I want the Government 
to take note of this factor also.

In Anand Patrika and other papers 
cf W est Bengal, reports have appear
ed that thousands of m aunds of w heal 
and lice are rotting in Cooch Bchar, 
Calcutta, Cossipore and in m y consti
tuency. Thousands of m aunds of  
rice, w heat and sugar arc rot tin '; and 
G overnm ent has not taken care of  
them. I w ant to know  w hether they  
are going to take stern m easures  
against those officers w ho allow ed  
these thing? to rot in the godow ns.

SH R I N A W A L  K IS H O R E  S H A R 
M A  (D a u sa ): M r. Chairm an, Sir, I "  
w elcom e the rise in the procurement 
price of foodgrains, particularly of  
wheat and rice. I have been of the  
opinion from the beginning that the 
agriculturist should be paid a remu
nerative price, and I do not know w hy  
the Government did not take early 
action in this regard. Whatever may 
be the facts of the case, the President 
of the All India Federation of agri
culturists has come out with a state
ment that In view of the fact that 
the procurement price is not related 
to the prices of the inputs, therefore, 
the Government should increase the 
procurement price of wheat or that 
the result would be that the area 
under wheat cultivation is likely to 
diminish. I would like to know from 
the Minister whether this statement 
of the President is true, and if so, 
what steps he proposes to take to see 
that the cultivable area of wheat and 
other foodgrains does not go down.
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My second question is: is it not a 
fact that 1he prices of foodgrains 
which have a tendency to fall just at 
the time of their arrived in the mar
ket have now begun to rise? If so, 
-what steps are being proposed to see 
that the prices do not rise?

Thirdly, is it not a fact that the 
number of fair-price shops in the 
country has not increased at all? It 
is what it was two months ago arid 
i f  that is true, then how does the 
Government propose to meet the de
mand cf the agriculturists areas, par
ticularly, the country-side?

Fourthly, I would like to ask the 
Minister whether it is not a fact that 
^allegations have been made that the 
overhead charges of the Food Corpo
ration require a close scrutiny be
cause they are too high or too much. 
If that 'is true, what steps has he 
taken to see that the overhead char
ges of the Food Corporation decrease 
so that the gap between the procure
ment price and the issue price is re
duced?

Fifthly, I would like to know from 
him whether it is not a fact that a 
large number of complaints are com
ing that the foodgrains supplied by 
the Food Corporation of India—Mr. 
Samar Guha mentioned that, he was 
talking that in West Bengal rotten 
foe cl grains rre being supplied—are 
rotten and whether not only from 
West Bengal but from other parts of 
the country also, complaints have 
come that the foodgrains supplied by 
the Food Corporation are rotten and 
if they are rotten, may I know whe
ther he is prepared to institute an In
quiry or to iind out why these grains 
which are issued to the consumers 
are rotten, whether if is because of 
the fact that the foodgrains were al
lowed to rot or it is because that the 
-grains which were stored have been 
changed and in their place rotten 
grains were supplied.

SHRI C. K. CHANDRAPPAN (Tel- 
licherry): In trie original answer
given by the Minister, there are two 
reasons pointed out for increasing the 
issue price. One is to make the pro
curement successful and the second 
is to give adequate incentives to the 
farmers. There is a contradiction in' 
it. While answering a question put 
by my friend, Shri Mavalankar, last 
week, Mr. Chavan, our hon. Finance 
Minister, said that this is one of the 
measures like the increase in the price 
of petrol—he narrated several mea- 
sures--to overcome the difficulties 
that we are facing due to deficit fin
ancing. If Mr. Chavan is correct, 
which I think in this case is so, be
cause I have no time to make a 
speech, I would like to just point out 
this much 1hat this is nothing but an 
indirect taxation on large number of 
people, poor people, vulnerable sec
tions who are dependent upon the 
distribution system for getting rice 
and wheat. I would like the hon. 
Minister to make it clear whether it 
was really an indirect tax or whether 
it was what was told in this answer, 
which I don’t believe, because there 
are many reasons one can argue.

<w r*<rrT srmft ( ^ r )  :

srrarof ^  *rnr

1 1 w r ^rrr rt̂ rr

ft

t  ?

spTT *Tf | f a  fatfFTT ^ t  

i f f*  wrz n^r #<fr $ tt

fTPR’FT n'JT

%  3 fr 7  TTTT7 W  fT r ft  |

f̂rrrr f  ?

qfer ft, rfr t o t r :  fa*rpfr fcw r  

faw ft | ? w  ^  t  fa  Trm
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ir  fTOpTn TTCFT Ht 

^ f r  %  ^ t t o t  ^ m fT  i f  * n ft  

|  ? ^ T ^ r r  f i r  f r o  s p t r  ^ 7  ^ t h t

£ ?

TTT *r^r % fo r  ir

fsr̂ r I

t f t W  ^ T ^ T R  ^  5FR*jt % T ^ r ^ T T f  

tffRT ^Tft f^TT srrnT n*TT

sr-:2p*r 5 ^ r t* f : *t *i <%  ?r srfsre;

TTftr ^ t  ^ r r fr  f> f V  q d ^ i  n 4 T

f a fT T  %  * f i*FTT ir  f t  T fT  t  ? q f c

f t ,  rft * T ^ F  W ^ l^ T R  ^T f m

%  p T ( T  q f f f a  ? f t  W R  T f t  |  ?

SHRI D. K. PANDA (Bhanjana- 
gar): In view of the distress sale
which has happened iri wheat and
sugnr, I want to know whether the
Government is prepared to increase 
the remunerative price of sugar in 
the greater interest of the farmer. I 
want to know also whether compul
sory ''evy, as a principle, has been 
admitted, and If it is so, I want to 
know whether necessary instructions 
have been issued to the State Gov
ernments to follow this very same 
principle. As for example, so far as 
Orissa is concerned, they have not at 
all been following this compulsory 
levy. A$ a result of this what has 
happened ’is this. It is only the big 
landowners who constitute only 0.02 
per cent of the total land owning sec
tion and who own 67 per cent of the 
total land are actually benefited and 
this port of distress sale is continuing 
unabated. So, ia it made compulsory 
on the part of the State Government 
to follow this policy?

Secondly as far as procurement 
price is concerned, till today statu
tory minimum price of sugar is main
tained at Rs. 80 per tonne. Several 
times it has been brought to the at
tention of the Government and in

this very House, that the cane- 
growers must get remunerative price 
for cane. As far as distribution of 
sugar is concerned. . . .

MR. CHAIRMAN: That is outside 
the purview.

SHRI D. K. PANDA: Rice is not 
available to poor consumers at a rea
sonable price. All our effort should 
be to see that people get adequate sup
plies of foodgrains at fair prices. I 
lay emphasis on the words ‘fair pri
ces’. But this has not been done.

Therefore, I would like to know 
whether to make these available at a 
fair price to the consumers—in most 
of the States, for example, it has been 
demanded that rice should be sold at 
Re. 1 per kilogramme—whether the 
Government !is going to fix up the 
price? In Assam, they have done 
that and they are proceeding with this 
matter.

Finally, I have a word about the 
procurement system. F.C.I. is one 
agency for the purpose and coopera
tives are the other agency. The FCI 
sells through the small mill owners. 
It is the mill owners who are cheat
ing the Government. When the Dis
trict Collector comes to check-up the 
stocks, they say that this is the F.C.I.’s 
stock but when the FCI people come 
to them, they say that this stock is 
from the other source. These two 
agencies are allowed by the FCI for 
the procurement of foodgrains. They 
are also given advances. I want to 
know whether the Government is 
going to ensure that only one agency, 
namely, the mill-owners are allowed 
by the FCI and not the others to 
procure foodgrains. There should be 
a proper checking.

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN 
THE MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE 
(SHRI ANNASAHEB P. SHINDE): 
Sir, at the outset, I am thankful to 
honourable Member, Shri Guha and 
other hon. Members who have put a 
very large number of questions to
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me. In the shortest possible time
available to me I do not think that I
shall be able to answer all the points.

MR. CHAIRMAN: Please be brief.

SHRI ANNASAHEB P. SHINDE: I
shall. endeavour to cover as many
queries as possible. 'The hon. Mem-
b.ers will also excuse me if some que-
ries have not been replied to. In fact
some of the points have been replied
to on the fioor of the House in some
form or the other. If those points
are left out by me, I shall try to con-
centrate only On the important ones.

One hon. Member, particularly
Shri Guha, as is usual with him, was
very critical in his remarks when he
said that everything that the Govern-
ment did was wrong. Of course he
is very emotional also. I would, there-
fore, appeal to his good sense-he is
R good colleague of ours-to appreci-
ate the Government's point of view.
Last year he made a statement in the
110use that the food crisis was the
worst In the post-war period. I would
submit for the kind consideration of
the House that it is true that the
drought was really unprecedented in
the recent past and there was a se-
vere set-back in production as a re-
sult of that. I am not going into the
specific aspects of the problems. I
would make a very humble plea with
them that with the cooperation of the
State Governments and perhaps with
the cooperation of all of you also, this
country which faced a very difficult
food situation tackled it successfully.
Now the worst crisis is over. Shri
Guha himself has admitted that after
two months the Government would
claim that prices have gone down.

SHIU SAMAR GUHA: That may
be temporary. 'Because new crops
may start coming up then.

SHRI ANNASAHEB P. SHINDE':
Good crops will come up. He him-
self concedes that this year the crop'

prospects are going to Ibe good and
the prices are likely to come down.
I do not know what is likely to hap-
pen. Fortunately we have got good
crop prospects. There are many
factors in the economy which are
operating. I am not an astrologer to
say what is the prospect in the years
to come. But, I can make a humble
claim that the worst and most diffi-
cult period as far as management of
food economy of this country is con-
cerned, is over. I would not like to
claim that there would not be any
difficulty. I am not saying that. I
only say that it would be much 'bet-
ter to manage our food economy now
as compared to the last eight or nine
months.

J

There was one doubt in the minds
of the hon. Members as to why Gov-
ernment had raised the issue prices. I
think Shri Nawal Kishore Sharma had
referred to this point, and he had ap-
preciated Government's decision. The
Government of India took a very im-
portant decision ....

SHRI SAMAR GUHA: He appre-
ciated the rise' in procurement price
but not in the issue price.

SHRI ANNASAHEB P. SHIN-DE: I
am il'E,ferring only to the procure-
ment price at the moment. From all
sides of the House, h<respective of
party affiliations, there was a demand
on 'the floor of the House that the pro-
curement price should be raised and
that every effort should be made to
encourage production in our country.
Therefore, the Government of India
took the very important decision of
raising the procurement price of food-
grains. For instance, the procure-
ment price of paddy was in-
creased from Rs. 56 to 'lO, that
of coarse grains has also been
raised, and in the case of bajr a, it
has ibeen raised to Rs. 72, and in the
case of other foodgrains it has been
raised to Rs. 70, and even in the case

j



of millets, it has been raised from 
Rs. 50 to Rs. 60. Though the present 
phase of the food situation still conti
nues to be difficult, the trends of pro
curement indicate that the farmers 
are responding to this new price de
cision of the Government of India. 
Therefore, I would appeal to the hon. 
Members to realise that this decision 
was taken as a result of the desire of 
hon. Members to give a remunerative 
and good price to the farmers, and as 
a result of it, the procurement has 
started picking up. Of course, it is 
too early to estimate the achievement, 
because procurement in many States 
picks up after 15th December, but In 
certain parts of the country, the crops 
come a little earlier. Today, we have 
crossed about 8 lakh tonnes of pro
curement, of which 7 lakh tonnes is 
by and large of rice and one lakh ton
nes is that of coarse grains. Every 
day we get about 30,000 to 35,000 ton
nes of foodgrains as a result of pro
curement. This indicates a very 
healthy sign for our economy. When 
the prices are high and the food situa
tion continues to be beset with diffi
culties, this is really a very healthy 
trend for our economy.

What would have happened had we 
not increased the issue price? We 
would have been required to incur 
or give a very heavy subsidy, and 
heavy subsidy means deficit financ
ing, because resources are just not 
available.. . .

SHRI SAMAR GUHA: The increase 
in procurement price is not to the ex
tent of even 10 per cent and yet the 
issue pTice has been increased by 25 
to 31 per cent.

SHRI ANNASAHEB P. SHINDE: I 
am coming to that.

Shri C. K. Chandrappan had said 
thet there seemed to be some contra
diction between what the Finance Mi
nister Shri Chavan had said and what 
had been stated In the reply to the 
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question on the basis of which this 
discussion has been raised on the 
floor of the House. I do not think 
that there is any contradiction at alL 
If ihe issue price had not been raised, 
the subsidy would have gone up or 
else there would have been no other 
way of meeting it. Even then, I would 
like to explain to hon. Members that 
during this year itself, though the 
original budget provided for Rs. 130 
crores for subsidy on foodgrains, that 
is not going to be adequate, despite 
the increase in the issue prices, and, 
therefore, I have approached or my 
Ministry has approached the Finance 
Ministry to make an additional provi
sion of Rs. 120 crores which means 
that the total subsidy is likely to go 
up to Rs. 250 crores. This is because 
of two reasons. First of all, in the 
case of the foodgrains that we have to 
purchase In the international market, 
the price will have to be subsidised, 
whether it be that of milo or of 
wheat, to the extent of Rs. 30 to 40 
per quintal or Rs. 30 to Rs. 40 per 
tonne, which means a heavy amount 
of subsidy. Shri Samar Guha has 
raised the point whether the increase 
in Issue price is in proportion to tho 
increase in procurement price. I 
would submit that even now, in 
the case of rice, an element of Rs. 4 
per quintal would be the subsidy ele
ment involved; in addition to that, 
perhaps, we may have to give cer
tain bonus to the State Government 
if they procure over and above cer
tain targeted figures. So, even as a 
result of this increase in issue prices, 
Government have not covered entirely 
the economic cost or the procurement 
cost or the cost of storage or the cost 
of transport etc. Therefore, to make 
a charge that Government are trying 
to trade and get some profit is not 
correct. That would be a very wrong 
conclusion. In fact, I have personal
ly been of the view that if the eco
nomy of this country has to be in a 
healthy state, deficit financing has to 
be avoided, and as far as the food- 
gt ain economy is concerned, we should 
avoid heavy subsidies because other
wise our economy would get into diffi
culties.

AGRAHAYANA 2, 1895 (SAKA)
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What has happened in the countries 
round about us? Have a look at 
Ceylon and Burma. I think it is a 
very dangerous thing if heavy doses 
pf subsidies are introduced into the 
food economy. Our economy would 
then be in distress. Sometime back 
when I made a statement, I was criti
cised by one hon. member. But I 
think ii* the national interest it has 
been done. I continue to hold that 
View. I am not saying that as a re
sult of that there has not been hard
ship to the people. But I think, ulti
mately, in the long run, the health of 
pur economy will improve and it will 
be in the interest of large sections of 
our population including the poorest 
and vulnerable sections of society if 
we follow this policy.

Shri Samar Guha has suggested a 
very easy solution. Other members 
also indirectly referred to it, referring 
tQ monopoly procurement, levy and 
all that. We have no inhibition about 
any system. In fact, we have given 
freedom to Statq Governments. If 
they want to take over, we have no 
objection. Shri Guha suggests that 
the total marketable surplus should 
have been procured and the mono
poly procurement system should have 
been introduced.

Personally, 1 an> of the view that 
in this country, we will have to 
pesort to compulsory levy, we will 
h^ve to mop up the maximum market
able surplus and see that th© 
requirements of the vulnerable sec
tions are met. But while accepting 
this objective as a long terjn policy, 
when we think of implementing and 
administering the food economy, 
naturally as a responsible govern
ment, as ? responsible party, 
33 a Ministry which has to admi
nister day to day matters and 
deal with day to day problems, 
we have to be practical. Suppose all 
market outlets are stepped. When you 

not have adequate stocks, what 
would happen if any dislocation takes 
place? When there are no adequate

stocks tp embark upon a plan of this 
fcind would, I think, be a dangerous 
thing.

Therefore, the Govtrnment ot In
dia took a very right and wise decision 
in this regard. Food economy is a very 
delicate subject. Here sentiments and 
emotions are of no use. Because 
this has to do with the lives of mil
lions of people, we have to be very 
careful ln coming to any such decision. 
Therefore, though we have taken the 
position that progressively we propose 
to do it, we must proceed carefully. 
As far as the public sector is concern
ed, whatever may be the shortcomings 
ultimately we want that the public 
sector must play a very important role 
in procurement and distribution, 
through the cooperatives, State agen
cies and through the Food Corporation 
of India. In the matter of public dis
tribution, we have also to lay conti
nuous emphasis on proper distribution. 
Without that, there is no solution to 
the problem whinh we are facing in 
the country

Some hon. members have drawn my 
attention to the deficiencies of the Food 
Coropration. I am not making the 
claim that everything is all right with 
the Corporation. In fact, I am so 
much worried, my Ministry is so much 
worried, about it.

SHRI SAMAR GUHA: Cut down 
wastage.

SHRI ANNASAHEB P. SHINDE: 
Whether it is quality control, whether 
It is wastage, whether it is sometimes 
misappropriation, we are confronted 
with a number of problems. Our con
tinuous effort w°uld be to improve the 
state of affairs. Government of
India have taken the decision that 
there should be State Corporations and 
op-operative^ also which should play 
an impgrtapt part side by side. At 
the same Ume, consistent efforts would 

m»de to improve the functioning of 
the Food Corporation. This is our 
approach. | _
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AB far as cost and other things are 
concerned, a Committee will go into 
these matters. Our endeavour is to 
see how the cost can be reduced and 
how economy can be effected. I will 
seek the co-operation of hon. members 
here. Fcr instance, one of the cases 
which the hon. member, Shri Samar 
Guha, referred to concerns the Cal
cutta office employees of the FCI. Of 
course, he has a right to represent the 
matter. But when we went into the 
accounts, we found that on medical bills 
alone in one branch, the Port branch, 
the amount was Rs, 47 lakhs in one 
year, the next year it went up to Rs. 
82 lakhs and in the third year it shot 
Up to Rs. 92 lakhs. We are now in
quiring into what had happened. A 
lot of funds have been really misap
propriated and we are finding out what 
has happened.

SHRI SAMAR GUHA; Earlier the 
Employees’ Union suggested some 
measures. . . .

SHRI ANNASAHEB P. SHINDE:
I am sorry the same Union gheraoed 
the Local Manager and issued illegal 
orders recruiting a very large number 
of people.. . .

SHRI SAMAR GUHA: It is absolu
tely wrong. I had a long talk, three 
or four discussions, with the hon. 
Minister, Shri Ahmed in the presence 
Off the representatives there. Shri 
Ahmed said the matter is under in
q u i r y -  He himself said that it would

be inquired into. I would humbly re
quest him not to refer to it in thif 
manner.

MR. CHAIRMAN: Kindly do not 
escalate the scope of the debate.

SHRI SAMAR GUHA: He himaeH 
agreed that the matter will be inquir
ed into.

SHRI ANNASAHEB P. SHINDE; I 
would only say that these are some 
of the problems, including quality 
control. Unless an atmosphere is cre
ated in this conutry so that all these 
various organs of the Government and 
the public sector organisations also 
assume certain responsibilities, it be
comes a very difficult thing.

I wag seeking the co-operation of the 
hon. Member, that let us try to creatf 
that atmosphere, and I do not think 
he will have differences. On the 
fundamentals, I do not think he will 
have differences. It will be the end
eavour of our Ministtry to improve 
the functioning of the Food Corporation 
of India.

With these few words l am tharifcr 
ful to you for giving me the opportuni
ty, and to the hon. Members also.

18.31 hrs.

(The Lok Sabha then adjourned till 
Eleven of the Clock on Monday, No
vember 26, 1973/ Agrahayana 5, 1895 
(>Saka)
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